Analysis: Lit - Rumble Fish

Word Choice: Range and Quality

This paper scores a 1 for range and quality because it uses a limited vocabulary. While the term clique is generally used correctly, despite the limited definition provided, “a group of people that do bad things”, none of the rest of the words is sophisticated or academic.

Essay: Lit - Rumble Fish

Prompt: Explain if Rusty James’ friends who hang out at Denny’s are an example of a clique using evidence from Rumble Fish.

I think Rusty James and his crew of guys who hang out at dennys is an example of a clique a clique is a group of people that do bad things. I say rusty James is a cliques because he always fights and in the Passage it says “I’ve done this before. I go fight somebody every once a weak. This shows that rusty James and his group is an example of a clique.